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ABSTRACT 

Instrumented towers used for wind measurement are in the region of the atmosphere where atmospheric turbulence is 

expected to dominate the flow regime. Error readings captured by the speed sensors as a result of tower shadowing are 

expected to increase due to atmospheric turbulence. Although the understanding is that tower shadowing should be 

considered as an atmosphericrather than an arbitrary external flow problem, key issues are still unknown, such as the 

influence of freestream turbulence on the boom length needed to keep the anemometer out of tower wake distortions.This 

study sought to understand the exact effect of freestream turbulence on boom lengths by performing three-dimensional 

(3D) computational fluid dynamics (CFD) flow simulation around and through the 3D complex geometry of lattice 

triangular communication towers located at Amper-bo and Korabib in southern Namibia. The impact of freestream 

turbulence was investigated by comparing the simulation results that capture the site’s realistic freestream turbulence 

parameters to the simulation results obtained from standard externalflow analysis (5 % turbulence intensity [TI] and 1 m 

length scale being the default setting in Ansys fluent) at three heights (10 m, 65 m, and 200 m).The shear stress transport 

(k-ωSST) turbulence model that uses the blending function to activate the k-ω model near the wall, and thek-e model in 

the free stream region, were adopted. Flow interferences near the tower wall with the boom length at the desired distance 

upstream from the tower surface were accurately captured. Results from laminar derived flow distortion using the same 

wind speeds observed at 10 m, 65 m, and 200 m as reference speeds were compared with the previous two approaches 

with different turbulence parameters. At Amper-bo, based on the International Electro technical Commission(IEC 6400-

12-1) standard boom configuration, at 10 m, 65 m and 200 m, the anemometers should be positioned approximately at 

1.6L, 1.9L and 2.3L from the tower surface to achieve 99 %, 99.5 % and 101 % of the freestream velocity, respectively. At 

Korabib, anemometers should be positioned approximately at 0.7L, 0.9L and 1.3L from the tower surface to achieve 99 

%, 99.5 % and 101 % of the freestream velocity, respectively. The results show that freestream turbulence does not have a 

significant impact on the length of boom needed to keep the anemometer out of the tower wake. Speedup at the tower 

edges and around individual members was used as a measure of how complex the flow interference was. Higher 

percentage of speeds were computed at all heights using the simulation parameter that captured the sites’environment, 

while the laminar model generated the least speedup. Again, the results show that drag on each member of the tower 

increased with increase in turbulence levels. Finally, it is safe to conclude that freestream turbulence does not have any 

significant impact on the boom but makes flow interference more complex within the regions near the wall of the tower. 

It also increases the drag on the tower and engenders visible inhomogeneityin the flow parameters in the wake of the 

tower. 
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